Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Invasion Art
(History/Art focus)

Anglo Saxon
production
(Drama/English
focus)

Asteroid’s Attack
(Science/Music focus)

Significant Author
(English focus)

Forceful Fairgrounds
(Science/Mathematic
focus)

Amazon Rainforest
(Geography/English
focus)

Key question
Literacy
(including key text)

Dawn Wind by Rosemary Sutcliff
Beowulf by Michael Murpurgo

George’s secret key to
the Universe by Stephen
and Lucy Hawkins

Philip Pullman –
Northern Lights

Pie Corbett:

Fiction:
Character description
of a daemon/Lyra
Science fiction style
narrative, writing in the
style of author
Diary entry from the
perspective of Lyra
Science fiction
/imagery analysis

Pie Corbett:

Pie Corbett:

Fiction:
Diary entry in the style of an Anglo Saxon
warrior
Descriptive writing using the Anglo Saxon art
work of L.S Lowry as inspiration
Poetry in the style of the original Beowulf poem
Newspaper report writing – Anglo Saxon Attack
Cramlington!
Non Fiction:
Report about the artefacts discovered at Sutton
Hoo (link to trip to British Museum) – link to
creating an Anglo Saxon time capsule
Biography of Alfred the Great

SPAG

Modal verbs
Adverbs of possibility
Using line breaks in
poems
Relative clauses
First person

Fairground Lights by
Fran Numo

Definite article and
indefinite article
Brackets, dashes or
commas to indicate
parenthesis.
Inverted commas.

Fiction:
Persuasive writing
applying for a ticket for
Virgin Galactic
Biographical writing
detailing the life of a
famous astronaut
Tension writing based on
the film Gravity
Non Fiction:
Biography of Tim Peak

Antonyms Apostrophes
Phrases versus clauses
Homophones Adjectives

Fiction:
Adventure story
involving fairgrounds
Newspaper report
describing the latest
innovation in fairground
rides

Non Fiction:
Character Study of
Philip Pullman

Paragraphs
Inverted commas
Adverbials
Fronted adverbials
Plurals, possession
Apostrophes

The Great Kapok Tree:
A Tale of the Amazon
Rain Forest by Lynne
Cherry
Fiction:
Persuasive letter to
adopt an animals from
WWF
Diary entry from the
perspective of an
animal hunter
Play script
Non Fiction:
Balances argument
based on the
deforestation and
endangered animals
Biography of Romero
Britto

Double negatives
Roots
Prefixes
Suffixes
Direct to indirect
speech

Formal and informal
dialogue
Synonyms
Adverbs and adverbials

Past tense
Standard English
Numeracy

Use of adverbs and
adverbials of time.

Nouns and Pronoun

Number: place value (3 weeks)

Number: fractions (5 weeks)

Geometry: angles (2 weeks)

Number: addition and subtraction (3 weeks)

Number Decimal (3 weeks)

Geometry: shape (2 weeks)

Number: multiplication and division (4 weeks)

Number: percentages 4 weeks)

Geometry: position and direction (1 week)

Statistics (2 weeks)
Science

Idioms

Perimeter and Area (1 week)

Properties & Changes
of Materials

Animals including
Humans

Compare/group
materials based upon
properties
Explain dissolving to
form a solution.
Recovery. Separating
mixtures
Reasons for material
uses based upon
testing evidence
Dissolving, mixing,
changes in state are
reversible
Irreversible changes

Changes as humans
develop to old age
(inc puberty)

What were Ango
Saxon homes made
from? Which
properties do
archaeologists use to
sort different materials?
Our science
investigations will focus
on not only how we can
sort and classify
materials, but on their

Earth and Space
Describe movement of
earth relative to sun &
planets (solar system)
Describe movement of
moon relative to earth
Sun, earth, moon are
spherical
Explain day / night &
movement of sun across
sky

Measures and Volumes (1 week)
Forces
All Living Things
Explain objects fall
towards earth due to
force of gravity
Effects of air / water
resistance & friction
Some mechanisms, inc
levers, pulleys & gears,
allow a smaller force to
have greater effect

Life cycles of mammal,
amphibian, an insect &
a bird
Describe reproduction
in some plants &
animals (inc sexual
/asexual)

Forest School
PE

uses and how they
react to changes
around them, for
example being heated
or exposed to water.
Natural Art – Anthony
Goldsmith
Hockey

Tag rugby

Netball

Cricket

Christianity

Judaism

Secular world religion
such as Humanism

Athletics

DW link (need more
info) – Dance
incorporating the
theme of invasion
RE

History

Consider the impact of
Christianity preached
by Augustine on the
Anglo Saxon way of
life.
Research the life of the
Venerable Bede.
Children become
historical detectives to
investigate the
artefacts derived from
the Sutton Hoo burial
(link to visit British
Museum) and
reconstruct Anglo
Saxon life and rituals
from the treasure.

Computing
Use search
technologies
effectively, appreciate
how results are
selected and ranked to
be discerning about
digital content

Study the life of Galileo in
detail and compare to
other key scientists such
as Ptolemy, Lamaze and
Copernicus.

Use technology
safely, respectfully
with responsibility,
recognize and report
unacceptable
behavior, know how
to report a concern
(link to PSHE)

Hinduism - Seasons of
splendor by Michael
Foreman

Research the history of
Disneyland

Programming – design
and debug programs
that accomplish
specific goals
Explain how a simple
algorithm works

Use programs to
collect analyze and
present data
Resources
Excel

Multimedia – animation
about the forest
Select, use and
combine a variety of
software to accomplish
goals including

Resources
Scratch
Python

Resources
Switched on ICT
Art

Create Anglo-Saxon inspired works through the
medium of printmaking and sculpture.
Research the Anglo Saxon artwork created by
L.S Lowry

DT

Examine Anglo Saxon jewellery making
sketches and using collage techniques to make
an Anglo Saxon broach.
Design and create a
Lyre (an Anglo Saxon
music instrument)

publishing data and
information

Research about the
Nebula Galaxy and
recreate its shape, color
and pattern in
art

Dioramas of rainforest
layers

Create satellite images

Create a Romero Britto
inspired sculpture

Research the technology
used to explore Mars

Research the work of
Romero Britto

Design and build a
fairground ride

Design and make a
suitable vehicle to
explore a planet’s surface
PSHE

New beginnings
including a class
charter
Did the Anglo-Saxons
get on with other
people?
Investigation into how
territory was named and
how laws were formed,
thinking about what we
have learnt from the
past.

Music

Research music
composed on the
Anglo Saxon Lyre

Anti-bullying month
31st Oct - 30th Nov
2016 With the
theme: Bullying and
E-Safety on Trial. –
link to text Boy in the
Girls Bathroom by
Louis Sachar

Going for goals – link to
Tim Peak

Relationships – money

Children study the Planet
Suite by Holst,
improvising and
composing their own
versions of the music

Pipes and drums

Changes

Scandinavian
composers

Cooking

Anglo Saxon inspired
food

Geography

Research how
international agencies
are helping to increase
energy efficiency and
tackle the problems of
noise and light pollution

Why did the Saxons choose to invade and
settle in Britain?
Can the landscape tell us about the past? As
we investigate Anglo-Saxon way of life, we will
discover what they left behind and how they
have shaped our landscape.

Research international
aid agencies and their
work

Use maps to record features of a local area
Wow experience

London trip

Trip to the Anglo
Saxon town of
Berwick Upon
Tweed

Kielder

Alton Towers
/Flamingo Land

Rainforests
Location of the world’s
rainforest, layers.
Deforestation,
endangered species,
rainfall, temperatures,
tribal people

